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Revolver Screens is a farm operated company, dedicated to deliver water to your crops in record time. Our self cleaning rotating screens will cut hours off your day and reduce labor from not having to clean your intakes

We can build custom systems to get your water from lakes, rivers, streams & canals. We work where and when you need us too. 

We all know that the growing season is short, and when your crops need water they need it now. 

Get a reliable water delivery system by using our rotating self cleaning screens. Built so they last and work when you need them to. Allowing you to get the water your crops need when they need it for the best harvest.

At Revolver Screens we not only only manufacture the products, we use them.

For more than farms

No matter the reason for your water needs our screens can help. Revolver screens irrigation screens aren’t just for farmers. 

If you have a golf course that you need to draw water from a lake, pond, river or dugout Revolver Screens is your solution. 

If you have a commercial or industrial application such as a gravel pit where you need to pull a large amount of water from a pond or dugout Revolver Screens is up to the task. 
No matter the reason for your water needs whenever you require reliable water a Revolver Screen can help you get that water.
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Revolver Screens Warranty

Our warranty beats all others in the industry, with a reliability that speaks for itself. If you ever have an issue with one of our screens we will make it right. 





Revolver Screens Ready to go or custom designed

We have a large number of units ready to go or we can custom design a unit just for your requirements.

No matter what size of irrigation system you operate we either have a screen for you or we can design one for you.

We can help you get the water that your crops need from the water source that you have.
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If you are looking for our product contact a dealer near you
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